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Atlanta Hawks' proud mascot sits in exile at zoo

Bird of prey was bird astray during last year's playoffs

Mike Bianchi

SPORTS COMMENTARY

7:03 PM EDT, May 9, 2010

ATLANTA — Spirit is gone. 
 
Figuratively. 
 
Symbolically. 
 
Literally. 
 
Fans booed their own team — the Atlanta Hawks — 
off the floor during Saturday night's 30-point playoff 
loss to the Orlando Magic. And Philips Arena will no 
doubt be totally devoid of emotion tonight when the 
Magic attempt to sweep the Hawks in Game 4. 
 
Where is Spirit when it's needed most? 
 
"I sorta miss that bird," Hawks forward Josh Smith says. 
 
The bird's name, in case you haven't guessed, is Spirit — the real, live hawk mascot that used to be an 
integral part of the team before its fateful flight during the playoffs last year. 
 
During introductions before an opening-round playoff game with the Miami Heat, Spirit, as usual, 
was released from the rafters so he could fly to his trainer down on the court. But something went 
wrong — bad wrong. Spirit got distracted, ignored his trainer, veered off course and landed on the 
scoreboard. 
 
And then he flew around the arena while the game was being played far below. And then he landed on 
a railing and prevented frightened fans from getting to their seats. And, finally, he perched on top of 
the backboard and scared the bejabbers out of the players, many of whom ran for cover. 
 
"I was terrified — I'm not going to lie to you," Hawks center Al Horford recalls now. "I didn't want 
no part of that hawk being around." 
 
That's right, a 6-foot-10, 250-pound center was more intimidated by a 2-pound bird than of 275-pound 
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Dwight Howard. 
 
"If you've got something coming at you 30 miles an hour, he could have gone for my eye," Horford 
says. "That's what I was thinking." 
 
The bird of prey became nationally known as the bird who stopped play. The game was delayed until 
Spirit's trainer coaxed him down from the backboard. And as the trainer left the building with Spirit 
on his arm, the crowd roared its approval. 
 
Sadly, that was the end of Spirit's basketball career. The hawk was permanently benched and even 
given a Van Gundy-like verbal reprimand by NBA Commissioner David Stern, who said at the time, 
"I'm not excited about the Hawks having a bird that's not well-behaved." 
 
Now Spirit spends his days in exile at the Atlanta zoo, where Sentinel photographer Gary Green and I 
went in search of him Sunday. True story: We were rebuked by several zoo employees who said they 
were not permitted to speak to the media. When we tried to question one employee about Spirit's 
whereabouts, all she would say is, "I just clean up monkey poop." 
 
What was the ugly truth they were hiding? 
 
Only after going undercover were we able to piece together the real story. 
 
Spirit, it seems, has been put in an ornithological witness protection program. He no longer goes by 
the name of "Spirit" but by the alias of either "Tahoe" or "Alamo." 
 
We got conflicting accounts from zoo employees. One claimed that Spirit was actually named Alamo 
and is no longer allowed to fly in the bird show at the zoo's wildlife theater because he recently flew 
away and disappeared for 30 days. She pointed to a pin a few feet away and said the bird inside was, 
in fact, Spirit/Alamo. 
 
Sure enough, the bird fit the scientific description: "Harris hawk (parabuteo unicinctus). Habitat: 
Scrubland and desert. Length: 12 inches. Weight: 2 pounds. Wild diet: Small mammals and reptiles." 
 
The hawk inside gazed down at us and then quickly turned his back. The proud bird seemed ashamed 
he was sharing a cage with a vulture (wild diet: dead animals). 
 
But, wait, maybe this wasn't Spirit. Another zoo employee informed us that Spirit's real name is 
"Tahoe" and he actually does perform in the exotic bird show. We quickly entered the wildlife theater, 
where an owl, a macaw, a cockatoo and even a crow were on stage. But no hawk. 
 
When we asked the whereabouts of Spirit/Tahoe, we were informed he was "behind the scenes" and 
not performing. It seems he is overweight after recently killing and devouring an unlucky chipmunk . 
 
"Fat birds don't fly," a zoo employee said. 
 
So this is what's become of Spirit, huh? He's so depressed his Hawks are down 3-0 to the Magic that 
he's eaten himself into a state of obesity. True story: He's even started a Twitter account — 
SpiritTheHawk — in an attempt to show he still supports his team. 
 
Here is the most recent Twitter dispatch from the tweety, er, tweeting bird: "With these refs, the 
Hawks couldn't draw a foul with a Magic marker." 
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But tweeting is just not the same as being there. It's not the same as spreading your wings and seeing 
the look of angst in the eyes of an opponent when you come soaring down from the upper reaches of 
Philips Arena. 
 
"That thing used to scare the hell out of me," Magic coach Stan Van Gundy says. 
 
No more. 
 
The fear is gone. 
 
The fierceness has disappeared. 
 
Atlanta fans now boo their team off the court while their banned, bummed-out mascot sits caged in a 
zoo sleeping with vultures or despondently gorging himself on rodents. 
 
Sadly, the great Spirit from above has left the building. 
 
Read Mike Bianchi's blog at OrlandoSentinel.com/openmike and listen to him every weekday at 9:30 
a.m. on ESPN-1080 AM. You can e-mail him at mbianchi@orlandosentinel.com. 
 

Like 4 people like this. 
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